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Kyrgyzstan is the Next IT 
Destination

A roundtable with companies of High Technology Park of the 
Kyrgyz Republic

Pricer Bishkek 

Company Pricer Co. is the first and only Japanese IT company in Kyrgyzstan

We have experience with US, Canada and Japan projects

Strong partnership: 100+ developers available at any time

We speak English fluently, have advanced soft skills, use Agile and follow the best practices 
in the project development

Within last 4 years we made 10x revenues and 10x employment

More than 500 B2B and more than 100 B2G

We plan to expand fast (offices): Australia (2024), Vietnam (2024), Singapore (2025), USA 
(TBD)



Microret

“We have deep expertise and readily available products with use of Cloud, Blockchain, 
Machine-Learning Technologies”

What we offer

 Crypto Exchange Platfor
 Cloud Hotel System with smart lock integratio
 Cloud Parking System with ML license plate recognition and mobile application


Mitapp

“Digital transformation and cost optimization for you business through our advanced 
software engineers, designers, consulting”

What we offer

 Full IT-development cycle and project release


4Tale Productio
 Our company is a full-cycle game development and outsourcing studio with over 3 years 

of experience in gamedev based in the capital of Kyrgyzstan, Central Asia
 Our expertise provides end-to-end game development solutions, from concept to launch 

or for specific tasks: prototyping, concept art, 3D, 2D art, animations, audio development, 
code development and VR solutions




Yorc

The experience of collaborating with international and local, including governmental 
organizations, and NGO organizations in the development of software products for various 
spheres of life allows us to meet the demands of companies in any fields of activity: 
medicine, commerce, education, analytics, and many others.Our offers and opportunities  
for foreign companies:

• Development of an individual project/unique digital product;

• High-quality modernization of operating IT services (IT products);

• Integration with various global services.



Fourtylines.io

Fortylines IO: Offices in Kyrgyzstan and Germany. We've fortified a Swiss investment bank, 
propelled German startups, and crafted apps like CupCat with 1M+ downloads.



What we offer
 Fintech products with data analysi
 Custom software development



EPAM Systems

“Fortune 500, S&P Member”

What we offer

 Range of services in IT



Mad Dev
 We are a global tech company with a wide range of IT services, including full-cycle 

custom software development, Cloud Consulting, Blockchain, and AI/ML development. 
Additionally, we conduct technical, infrastructure and security audits, and provide 
consulting services in IT, Marketing, and HR

 Who we look for:  Any size businesses in FinTech, EVM Blockchain, Transportation, 
Logistics, EdTech, HealthTech, and E-Commerce

 Enji.ai (a Mad Devs product
 Enji.ai is an enterprise on-premise solution that serves efficient project management and 

ethical employee monitoring, extracts and analyzes data from diverse work sources, 
forecasts burnouts, and suggests best resource-utilizing options using AI.

 Who we look for: Enterprises of any size and industries with 50+ IT engineers in the 
team, looking to improve transparency, budgeting, and effectiveness of their teams.



KAADL
 Unlock Your Business Potential with Kyrgyz Republic: Your Central Asian BPO HU
 Are you ready to elevate your logistics business to new heights of efficiency and cost-

effectiveness? Look no further than KAADLS (Kyrgyz-American Association for the 
Development of Logistics Services

 Kyrgyzstan is rapidly emerging as a strategic destination for US companies seeking to 
optimize their operations. With a flourishing economy and a skilled workforce, we offer a 
dynamic environment to establish your back offices and streamline your business 
processes

 Government Support: KAADLS with the support of National Investment Agency under 
the President of Kyrgyz Republic  implementing the project - 5000 BPO experts. The 
project's ripple effect extends beyond the immediate realm of business, contributing to 
socio-economic progress, improved livelihoods, and greater prosperity.



 consulting service
 TMS for the track sphere (in development
 update services

 MVP developmen
 DevOps

Supreme Group

“The uniqueness of our company lies in the fact that we are not tied to any company in the 
USA. We also provide a full range of services for the trucking industry, including loading 
various types of trucks.” What we offer:

For the trucking industry, we provid

 dispatch service
 accounting services



 flee
 safety


